An establishment and spread of computer technologies has expanded the spectrum of non-mathematical problems that are suitable for algorithmic description and simulation, related to human creativity activity, art, in other words. Undoubtedly, various scientific and artistic works have their specific features and some common ones. The main point is that any art product is initially based on an intuition. The intuition of humankind, surely, relies in his experience. Nevertheless, this experience may obtain different nature. It can be acquired during rational, formal, and conscious studying of creativity specifics. However, the experience may be got by another way. Musical communication, its scales, intonations, or rhythms form in the mind some relationships, logical dependencies, which subject the certain laws and principles of melody organization. These accurate and clear patterns allow computer to take them into account, translate into commands, and simulate the process of music creation. In this paper the attempt of modeling composer's functions on a computer is described. Modeling opuses on the basis of unification of musical rhythm and melody line allows providing computer music with given parameters of composition. Using the new approach leads to the results which differ from the predecessors and suggests new direction for further research and development in the sphere of computer art.
Introduction

Problematic area
As man develops and explores new levels of technological progress, appearance of high-speed computers broadened the range of non-mathematical problems, allowing algorithmic description and simulation at the information level of processes related to human creative activity. The computer as a technological unit has evolved from a Sofya Latkina. Two-step Harmonious Melody Generator. Trudy ISP RAN /Proc. ISP RAS, vol. 27, issue 3, 2015, pp. 389-406 390 simple calculator to a distributed system, supporting million non-recurring processes, sophisticated mechanism of artificial intelligence emulation, or a life support equipment. Essentially, Hi-Tech invades to every sphere of human activity, even to the complicated ones, related to nonlinear thinking and abstract mindset, like an art. Specifically, music as a piece of art is not a trivial product for being produced by computer as is requires integrity, variability, and harmoniousness. Generally, discussions about the definition of music are reduced to two contradictory definitions: "Music is the language of our emotions", and "Music -a calculation of the mind, unsuspecting of these calculations" (Leibniz). Music is composed of elements and refined sequences of them that affects listeners' perception and sensations. Moreover, man is able to differ melodic elements depending on their "pleasantness" of exposure. This acoustic "pleasantness" is easily amenable to analysis and explanation, while the simulation of these effects and machinery reproduction is still under investigation.
Background observation
The first attempts to use the information approach in the study of musical art are related to the achievements of classic statistical information theory. This theory in the classical Shannon version has had a purely technical orientation. It was designed for communications and was almost bounded by this area. However, in 1950-60 it began to rapidly penetrate into various research areas. One of the first statistical studies of music theory with the methods of information theory was undertaken in 1956 by American scientist Robert K. Pinkerton. In the article "Information Theory and Melody" [1] he questioned what makes a melody attractive; he discussed the issue in mathematical term. For that Pinkerton analyzed information theory in popular American tunes and children's songs to determine the probability of individual notes and paired combinations appearance. Moreover, he calculated the entropy per one note and the information redundancy. Basing on the probability of two consecutive notes with a help of random selection, he was able to make few tunes, similar to analyzed ones. Unfortunately, most of them seemed to be monotonous and not attractive enough. This fact allowed scientist to admit that not only every single note conveys a certain amount of information but also that for obtaining "attractive" tunes some redundancy is needed. The same goal (making up new tunes by probabilistic selection) has become the basis of the study, named "The experiment in music song" [2] , which was implemented in 1957 in the laboratory of computers at Harvard University. Several scientists analyzed excerpts from 37 hymns of different composers and epochs. Scientists used computer equipment for counting frequencies of all the individual elements as well as all combinations of two, three, and so on up to eight neighboring elements. But the discovery of statistical regularities was only the initial stage of their study. Basing on these results, scientists have tried to build a computer model for the creation of music. The resulting table of sounds probability and their connections has been used for the synthesis of melodies via a random process. In total, scientists have made about 6,000 attempts of a synthesis, and created approximately 600 hymns. It should be noted that the calculations in this study were made without direct bearing on the mathematical apparatus of information theory. Incidentally, this is indirect evidence that the necessary and sufficient sought computational results can be obtained, limiting the methods of probability theory. Since then appeared a substantial amount of applications and systems that challenge computing technology in music composition. As the development in this area has started, many new theories and concepts appeared. Human taught computer basic aspects of music: sound synthesis, digital signal processing, sound design, sonic diffusion, acoustics, and psychoacoustics. The complex path of computer music investigation can be traced back to the origins of electronic music creation, and the first innovations and experiments with electronic instruments at the turn of the XX century. There is a big selection of systems that provide digital music. Some of them require human interruption to a greater extent, like those ones developed in 50s (CSIRAC, playing Colonel Bogey March [3] , Ferranti Mark 1 computer (MUSIC I [5] ), the biggest achievement of which were the incipience of algorithmic composition programs beyond rote playback. Some of concepts are more independent, like TOSBAC computer [6] which caused resonance in the area and became an origin of computer music carried out for commercial purposes in popular music (this has led to the use of computers in widespread in the editing of pop songs). For the current moment, the terms of "computer music" or "computer-generated music" are related to any music which uses computers in its composition (that implies a kind of music which cannot be created without the use of computers). Nowadays, intensive researches in the field of computer music creation are continuously carried out. Several mighty organizations are engaged (ICMA 1 , IRCAM 2 , SEAMUS 3 ) and some institutions of higher learning also. Besides scientific studies, the specialists and composers have also created some software solutions, which can be considered as basic concepts: topical for today and for contemporary computer music concepts. In the current context it is worth to mention widely known numerous experiments and studies of R. H. Zaripov. For simulating the process of composing music, he has created several programs, which were based on different principles. At first he used the principle of synthesizing music from individual sounds; next he subdued an algorithm to certain structural, rhythmic, of pitch and harmonic laws [7, pp. 90-118; 79] ; then he treated musical pattern as well as poetic text [7, pp. 119-140] ; finally he approached borrowing the most common melodic turns in intonation in order to create similar melody [8] . Furthermore, it was established program-harmonizer, 1 The International Computer Music Association 2 Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (France) 3 Society for Electro Acoustic Music in the United States 
Composition
The method of new melodies composing plays vital role in concepts of computer music creation. Musical composition simultaneously relates to the notion of an original piece of music, to the structure of a musical piece, to the process of creating some new melody. In general, the composition consists of manipulation of each aspect of music (harmony, melody, form, rhythm, and timbre). When computer music is created, it usually means that new musical notation appeared as a result of improvisation or selection and completion of patterns but more often as a result of sophisticated algorithm operating. There can be roughly defined several common types of algorithms, basing on which exact instruments are used in a process of composing:
• Mathematical models,
• Knowledge-based systems,
• Grammars,
• Evolutionary methods,
• Systems that learn,
• Hybrid systems. The specificity of each type is clearly implied by its name. Currently, intensive and promising researches are undertaken in the fields of generative and evolutionary music. Also the improvisation as an efficient method of computer music making can be highlighted.
1) Generative music: The original term was popularized by Brian Eno, English composer and well-known innovator in ambient music; it implies the music, which is created by a computer and appears to be constantly changing and different. For an explicit indication that some clarification is needed; according to R. Wooller [9] , there are four primary interpretations of generative music: • Linguistic/structural: Music made up using analytic theoretical constructs, explicit as much as it is needed for generating structurally coherent material. The roots can be traced back to the generative principles in grammar of language and music, where generative instead refers to mathematical recursive tree structure. • Biological/emergent: Music which can be defined as non-deterministic, revolved around the idea of using "farming" parameters for creating different variation of sounds (such as wind chimes). Example: collaborative electronic noise music symphony "Viral symphony" by Joseph Nechvatal. 2) Evolutionary music: This type of computer music is created using an evolutionary algorithm (a subset of evolutionary computation that is based on mechanisms of biological evolution, such as reproduction, mutation, recombination, and selection, and is aimed at optimization of processed essence). The whole process initiates with a set of individuals which produce audio (a piece of music, or melody, or loop): these can be generated randomly or produced by human mind. Then, through the repetitious taking steps of computation, this population becomes optimized, more sounding like a piece of customary music. As it is quite a complicated task for a computer to determine how exactly piece of art is sounding, typically the user or audience is used as fitness function (objective function that is used as a single figure of merit) of interactive evolutionary algorithm. Additionally, methods of evolutionary processing are commonly applied to harmonization and accompaniment tasks. It is worth noting, that research in the field of automated measures of musical quality, which can be implemented by a simple computer, is also conducted nowadays. Example: NEUROGEN software uses a genetic algorithm for producing and combining musical fragments and a set of neural networks (initial population of individuals is based of real music) [10] . 3) Computer-Aided Algorithmic Composition: The most common method of machine improvisation is a recombination of different musical phrases. As the resulting computer music has to be credible and nice-sounding, machine learning and pattern matching algorithms are inevitably used. That normally causes creating of variations "in the style" of original melody or pieces of music. Modelling the particular style is a complicated objective, it requires statistical handling, big data to some extent. The algorithm can use musical surface to distinguish key stylistic features. This approach uses terms of pattern dictionaries for subsequent generating the new audio. This long musical tradition was started on 60s with Markov chains and stochastic processes. Nowadays lossless data compression for incremental parsing, pattern searching, prediction suffix tree and other new methods of data processing were added. The factor of convenient usage of natural interface, where the musician has no need for coding musical algorithms, leads to prevalence of such systems in live performances. Example: OMax, developed in IRCAM. 
Main purposes and objectives
It should be emphasized that the researches in the field of computer music creating and different generative, evolutionary, or improvisation approachess, the development of the original algorithm, and the grasp of the concept of intuitive human-computer interaction, which will allow to manage the process of music creating, pursue the same goal. The primary aim of the entire project is to create computer music generator which will be able to create melodies according to the settings, specified by user, but without actual interruption of user to the generation of melodic pattern. Undoubtedly, it is vital to perform specific objectives in order to reach the goal of the research. It seems to be important to clarify them in detail. The first objective will be accomplished by inventing an algorithm of computer music generating. Inevitably, it will be based on existing methodologies (generative, evolutionary), but it also has to be sharpened by the principle of flexibility and ability of changing according to adjustments, made by user. Next objective is to implement software shell, which will satisfy potential user and allow to manipulate melody relatively effortless and without necessity of code changing. Finally, output methods have to be elaborated: the way of music sounding is one of the most important things in the sphere of computer music creating. Essentially, there is can't be any need to verify and prove what way of music creating is better, more efficient, of aesthetical: the traditional one, or the innovative variations. The interlinear mission of the whole work is to extend musical thinking or composition practice which is current computer-music practice.
Methodology
The destination of software which is able to produce music is to create the successions of musical tones that can be perceived as melodies, pieces of art. Considering a definition given by Alexander l. Ringer, "melody" is a pitched sounds arranged in musical time in accordance with given cultural conventions and constraints [11] . It can be noted that in some cultures rhythmic considerations may take precedence over melodic expression, so the cultural and regional context largely determines what exactly a human accepts as music. For example, Chinese and European perception of music differs a lot; this is due to many factors, in particular: the time of development of the national understanding of musical composition. According to ancient Chinese encyclopedic works Lüshi Chunqiu, the scale has to contain twelve tones. The situation differs for European music, which is younger and fully aligned with the Well-Tempered Clavier of Bach. Current paper corresponds to the European scale and standards of Western music. In this concept a pitch space includes octaves sized 12 semitones -this specific distance reflects physical distance on keyboard instruments, orthographical distance in Western musical notation, and musical distance as measured in psychological experiments [9] .
Tones and scale
Tones, which construct a melody, equal to the sum of two semitones and hence referred to as a 'whole tone', usually perceived as a major 2nd; in equal temperament, the sixth part of an octave. As it is defined for European scale, the semitone seems to be the ration of the frequencies as 1 to the 12 th degree of 2. Thus, the tone of particular note can be identified with function:
= √2 * , where xi is a current note and xi-1 -the previous one. Tones are used in musical theory for calculating intervals, which inevitably appear "between" every two notes. Literally speaking, this circumstance affects a lot on how a person perceives a melody, whether he likes it or not, recognizes as music or not. The set of intervals is restricted; each of them has two vital characteristics: the amount of semitones and harmoniousness. Shortly, mostly used intervals can be presented in the following list:
• Perfect unison, perfect octave -the best consonance;
• Perfect fourth, perfect fifth -middle consonance;
• Third (minor, major), sixth (minor, major) -imperfect consonance;
• Second (minor, major), seventh (minor, major) -sharp dissonance.
Harmony
According to the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, harmony can be defined as combining of notes simultaneously, to produce chords, and successively, to produce chord progressions. The term is used descriptively to denote notes and chords so combined, and also prescriptively to denote a system of structural principles governing their combination [11] . Creating a harmonic and logical melody is a sophisticated task, which is complicated by a sufficient number of rules, restrictions, and preconditions. Important mention: "logical" in this context implies symmetry of melody, adherence to pre-defined rules, compliance with the restrictions, exactly. Logical construction of melody includes controlling what next note will be, where the start and the end of melody are, at what time the next transition can be performed. Existing tools can provide the solution of these important tasks.
Petri nets
Once an issue of polyphony is raised, the usage of Petri nets seems to be relevant. Creating computer music becomes more complicated if second (third, fourth, etc.) voice is added. Without proper synchronization, created music will become cacophonic. The dynamic system can model a "Conductor": like a conductor in real life, this model manages two or more musical threads. It is necessary to keep tracking of hitting the strong bit and maintaining mode and harmony. Due to what can this monitoring be achieved?
Fig. 1 Example of timed petri net
The key feature of timed Petri nets is a usage of limited execution time, which makes the transition disabled from occurring for the duration time; but it is fired immediately after becoming enabled. In the presented primitive net (see in Fig. 1 ) the time delay (or execution time) is 4 time units. In the initial state "Play" in enabled will therefore immediately fire, i.e., the token in A is consumed. Next there occurs a delay in 4 time units before the firing is complete and tokens are deposited into A and B. Now Play is again enabled and will again fire. Practical application of the concept can be demonstrated on the following example (see in Fig.2) : in the first bar (Bar0) only one violin plays, next the second violin joins, then the first violin sounds together with two viols, finally, all instruments play together, and in the last bar the first violin is again sounding lonely (see the information about tokens motion in table I). This example can provide representation of how actual conductor deals with four different musicians. Within the scope of current paper only monophonic melodies will be considered; but usage of timed Petri nets stays suitable for the project, perspectively.
Two-step harmonious computer music creation algorithm
The process of creating computer music with a melody as a resulting form can be divided in two phases: first, computer constructs durational pattern of melody, then, it is filled with tones.
Durational pattern construction
A typical melody is a combination of pitches and rhythm. It is not essential what element of combination will be created first; in the current work it will be the rhythm.
All rhythmic units can be classified as (see in Fig. 3 ):
• Metric -even patterns, such as steady eighth notes or pulses;
• Intrametric-confirming patterns, such as dotted eighth-sixteenth note and swing patterns; • Contrametric-non-confirming or syncopated patterns;
• Extrametric-irregular patterns, such as tuplets. The realization of each kind of rhythmic units becomes possible with a proper standardization of a variety of notes durations. In this way, for every duration (eights, pulses) the time is given: exact amount of seconds, for which a single note with this duration sounds. This parameter (the time) can be accordingly changed if a tempo of the whole melody is changed. By creating durational pattern, a program complies with necessary restrictions, like: an overall sum of beats doesn't exceed time (meter) signature. It also avoids syncopation for the first and last beats of pattern and adheres to the principle of symmetry. Durational pattern of musical compositions appears to be holistic and logical if it uses principles of symmetry and repetition. Like in poems, rhythmical phrases have to alternate. By this reason, algorithm considers the amount of bars, which have to be filled with various durations, and constructs an alteration of several rhythmic patterns, just as if it comes to the rhyme in the poem. The process is organized in the following way: A, B, C, D -rhythmical phrases, the combination of several durations, overall amount of which doesn't exceed time signature. Program generates from 1 to 4 different phrases and constructs the durational pattern like a poem, using one of the six schemes (each named by similar rhyme scheme), described in Table II . Here is a short example of how algorithm creates durational pattern for eight bars with time signature or in Table III (here only metric patterns are used in order to facilitate understanding). 
Melodic pattern construction
The basis of this part of the algorithm lies in the rules of harmonic melody construction (rules will be explained further). In mathematics, there is one key rule: a plane can be described through three points. Literally saying, the whole two-dimensional surface, a flat, that contains endless amount of points, can actually be defined by only three of them. A figure " 3" has significant in a context of music creating also. Three notes form a chord, which determines vital characteristics of musical composition: whether it is major of minor, harmonious or disharmonious. As it is needed to create harmonious melodies, chords can be uses as basic elements, sequential playback of which is finally a musical canvas. Back to the Western music: it occurs that this concept is a product of two subjects, harmony and counterpoint (voice leading). The first discipline appoints the acceptable chords, which sound simultaneously or successively. The second one connects the individual notes in a series of chords so as to form simultaneous melodies. According to Dmitri Tymoczko, composer and music theorist, these key features "facilitate musical performance, engage explicit aesthetic norms, and enable listeners to distinguish multiple simultaneous melodies" [12] . This researcher has developed an interesting model of melody's motion analysis. He supposed that there can be a geometric shape which can represent all possible notes and their combinations. This shape is an orbifold (see in Fig. 4 ) -that is the space of unordered pairs of pitch classes. The orbifold is singular at its top and bottom edges, which act like mirrors. In this way, and melody or voice leading between pairs of pitches (or pitches classes) can be associated with a path on the picture. And as it follows, consonant chords of traditional Western music can be connected by efficient voice leading, visualized on this shape. There are a lot of sophisticated nuances and features in the description of this model, which can be unclear for uninitiated reader. The most essential conclusion is that, after all necessary investigations, researcher has proved that most of famous classical melodies subject to common rules: they consist of symmetrical voice leadings, which can be easily traced with orbifold. This rule applies for canonical music, hence, it can be inversed. The aim of this part of algorithm in the current project is to use inversed rule and build a melody, basing on harmonious permutations and combinations.
Fig. 4 Orbifold
For the particular objective simplified shape can be considered. It is a cube with eight vertices: for each pitch in octave and one for the first one of the next octave (see in Fig. 5 ). This cube is carried out specifically for Cdur.
Fig. 5 Cube of pitches sequences constructing
The essence of this method is that program constructs a melody by moving along the edges: from one vertex to another. These movements are caused by the chords; program is trained to use the most harmonious ones, vary sequences, and always resolve to the tonic. How exactly does it work? It would be rational to explain the approach with an example: 0. A program has already defined durational pattern so this is not an issue anymore;
Conclusion
The problem of this paper is considered upon the problem of creating music by computer, which sounds rhythmically and harmonically and appears to be received as a complete melodic pattern without actual interruption of humankind. Its specifics is related to the consonantly sounded melodies, to simplicity of construction algorithm, and to its flexibility: in a case cancelation of some of limitation, program will provide qualitatively different piece of art, hence, the ability of computer improvisation can become unlimited within the scope of this project while the final produce stays holistic. 
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